USDA ORGANIC CBD

www.ONEFARM.com

ONE FARM BY WAAYB

Sustainably
sharing Nature’s
remedies to
enrich the lives of
those around us.
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ONE FARM BY WAAYB

Our Story
We combine high quality natural in-

decipher if you were getting a quality

gredients with our USDA Organic CBD

product or something with traces of

to give your body the best that nature

pesticides, heavy metals and solvents. We

has to offer. We control everything

decided our products would be created

from seed to self in order to provide

with the best hemp, grown organically in

all-natural products you and your cli-

the perfect climate, extracted without

ents can trust.

toxic solvents, and mixed with quality
ingredients. The only way to accomplish this was to oversee every aspect

WAAYB was founded in January 2017

of production from planting, harvesting,

with the goal of creating the highest

extracting and bottling. By controlling

quality CBD products on the market.

everything from seed to shelf, we give you

When we began we quickly realized that

the assurance that everything we make is

the CBD space offered very little infor-

from our USDA Certified Organic hemp,

mation about how hemp was being grown

lovingly raised, cultivated and processed

and processed. This made it difficult to

100% by us in Colorado.
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ONE FARM BY WAAYB

HEMP
Hemp extract is created by processing hemp plants to concentrate the cannabinoids and terpenes found in the leaves and flowers.
CBD is one of the most prevalent cannabinoids found in hemp and has been
used to calm nerves, focus attention, recover from inflammation and support
healthy sleep cycles.
Scientists found that the benefits of CBD are more pronounced when it can
work together with the other cannabinoids found in hemp, a phenomena
called the entourage effect. For this reason, all our products are made with
full-spectrum hemp extract.

USDA ORGANIC CBD

Formulated to bring
you nature’s best.
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100% of our hemp is hand harvested to reduce the amount of material wasted,
prevent diesel and exhaust from contaminating the product, and reduce our carbon
footprint.
We use Supercritical CO2 extraction method. This allows us to extract the beneficial
cannabinoids without the use of harsh solvents.

ONE FARM BY WAAYB

CBD BENEFITS
Below are the top benefits our customers get from using our CBD1

1

Reduction in pain caused from inflammation

Not all CBD is
created equally.
All our material is hand shucked to remove the

2

Improved pet anxiety & joint pain

stalks and leaves ensuring no unwanted by-

3

General improvement in health

Our hemp extract is distilled to remove any impu-

Lower stress & anxiety

Because we use the highest quality CBD, our
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products are in our final product.

rities. Our average distillate is 85% cannabinoids.

customers have a better experience than the
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Improved sleep

typical CBD user, which is why 92% of customers
are likely to extremely likely to recommend our
products to friends or colleagues.1

1. Per 150 person customer survey
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PET CBD

There is a strength for every size of animal,
from a guinea pig to a St. Bernard. It is best
applied directly into the animal’s mouth so
the oil can be absorbed through the bloodstream. It can also be placed on their favorite
treats.
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OUR PETS
With our variety of pet products, you can
choose how you want to maximize your
pet’s daily CBD.

One Farm CBD Oil for Pets is made with
the same high quality USDA Organic
CBD extract and ingredients that we
use for our human products. You can
be assured that your pets are taking the
same safe and effective CBD that you
are! It comes in four strengths, 3.3mg/
serving, 10mg/serving, 20mg/serving
and 30mg/serving.

PET CBD OIL

PET WATER SOLUBLE

PET TRANSDERMAL

THE ONE THAT STARTED IT ALL

ADD IT TO ANYTHING

FLAVORLESS AND EXACT DOSING

Applied in the cheek
or jowl, the CBD Oil is
absorbed into the bloodstream. Bottles include
suggested serving size
based on the weight of
your pet.

Fast acting with the highest bioavailability, this can
be added to your pets
food or water and is the
suggested alternative if
you are struggling to administer the oil. Coming
only in 20mg/serving, a
little goes a long way

Our Transdermal CBD lotion
has medical grade accurate
pumps, assuring each pump
contains the exact amount of
CBD you are looking for. Massage any place where fur is
scarce (ears, stomach, etc.) to
get the best absorption.
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OUR CLIENTS
Retailers all over the country
have trusted us to be their
CBD provider.

Our products can be found all over the country in
compounding pharmacies, spas, boutiques, and
health and wellness stores. We strive to develop

SOME OF
OUR CLIENTS
Healthy Pet
Tomlinson’s
Whole Pets
Dancing Paws Wellness Center

partnerships with our wholesalers and are often

Pet Foods Market

their bestselling CBD product.

Holistic Pet Nutrition Center
Roll Away Dog Cafe
Bentley’s Pet Stuff
Little Paws Pet Saloon
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What they said about us?

ELIZABETH STRAUB

RAE McSTAY

HOLISTIC PET NUTRITION

ROLL AWAY DOG CAFE

This company does everything that a CBD

I’ve been using WAAYB for myself and my pets for
a couple of years now. It is the most effective cbd
oil I’ve ever tried. It has absolutely changed my life
and offered a better quality of life for my elderly,
arthritic pets, as well as my dog with high anxiety.
It has given me the best sleep of my life, the courage to overcome my anxiety and taken away my
stress related joint pain. I am so impressed with
the company’s transparency and commitment to
producing a high quality product. They are always
willing to answer any of my questions. I will never
use any other oil. Thank you, WAAYB!

oil company with integrity should be doing. They are the ONLY brand I’m willing to
sell in my holistic pet food store. We trust
them and we see real results

NEIL SIVULA
DANCING PAWS ANIMAL
WELLNESS CENTER
As a Holistic Veterinarian, we have
tried a number of Hemp products in
our practice. The WAAYB pet product
has been extremely helpful in the
management of problems like arthritis,
seizures, digestive issues, and anxiety
in our patients. The product is both affordable and easy to administer. Highly
recommended!
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Customer Reviews
1

Kaleigh Carter
Verified Customer

2

I’m not sure what this hemp extract oil is doing for

of your oil… I haven’t seen her with this much

One Farm helped our 15 year old border
collie live his life pain free. Thank you
One Farm for producing a clean hemp
product to elevate canine arthritis.
Modibo took your product daily for over
2 years and worked sheep until the day
before he passed. We celebrate you.

you guys for making something so wonder-

has not had a seizure in over 10 months! Duchess

how well it has changed our pups.

ful! We are forever grateful and relieved for

will remind you that she needs her “medicine” if you
forget! So far, we have had great results.

enthusiasm and energy and pep in years.

Verified Customer

and other treatment My vet recommended a holistic

approach. She recommended One Farm oil. Duchess

mile last night at sunset after the first single dose

Verified Customer
ful this product is other than life saver. Thank

months. We tried everything. After extensive tests

me thinking it was over to this. I walked her a

Kaitlin Sheppard
There aren’t words to describe how wonder-

with vomiting around 2 years of age every 5-6

on her death bed, no energy, vomiting for 3 days,

EDIE H

Verified Customer
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Duchess, an American Cocker, began having seizures

my 16 1/2 year old dog but she went from being
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Donna
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VERONICA B
Verified Customer
This product has helped my 13 year
old lab mix Harley. I saw a difference
within 24 hours. But waited to write my
review until he had a couple weeks on
it. He is more mobile, less anxious and
has his ol puppy spunk back.
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Carrie Donahue
Verified Customer
As a veterinarian, I try to use natural, non-toxic
therapeutics as much as I can as an alternative
to medications, especially for issues like
epilepsy, anxiety and arthritis. I have used and
prescribed a variety of different CBD formulations in the past from different supplier — but I
can say in complete honesty that the One Farm
CBD oil is the one that clients return for and
continue to ask for refills.

We’re ready for your business.
CONTACT US

904 San Antonio Street
Austin, TX 78701
702.340.2438

info@waayb.com
www.ONEFARM.com

*These statements haven’t been evaluated by the Food and
Drug Administration. They are not intended to diagnose, treat,
cure or prevent any disease or medical condition. Please consult
with your doctor before starting or stopping any supplement
or medication.

